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French-Armenian actor Simon Abkarian attends the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French-Armenian actor Simon Abkarian attends the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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YEREVAN, ARMENIA - NOVEMBER 21: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY ??" MANDATORY CREDIT - "ARMENIAN PRIME MINISTRY/ HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov (2nd L) meets Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan (3rd R) in Yerevan, Armenia on November 21, 2020. Armenian Prime Ministry/Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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YEREVAN, ARMENIA - NOVEMBER 21: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY ??" MANDATORY CREDIT - "ARMENIAN PRIME MINISTRY/ HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu (C-L) meets Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan (C-R) in Yerevan, Armenia on November 21, 2020. Armenian Prime Ministry/Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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YEREVAN, ARMENIA - NOVEMBER 21: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY ??" MANDATORY CREDIT - "ARMENIAN PRIME MINISTRY/ HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu (C-L) meets Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan (C-R) in Yerevan, Armenia on November 21, 2020. Armenian Prime Ministry/Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron speaks during a visit to the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron speaks during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (C) speaks to volunteers during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (C) poses with the President of the Armenian Funds of France, Pierre Terzian (C, L), former French football player Youri Djorkaeff (5thL), French-Armenian actor Simon Abkarian (7thR) and volunteers during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (R) listens to a resident of the regional capital of Stepanakert in Nagorno-Karabakh who came to France for the Fundraising, as he visits the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / various sources / AFP)
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French President Emmanuel Macron (L) listens to Christophe Dosssikian as he looks at donations on a screen during a visit to the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron speaks during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron speaks during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / various sources / AFP)
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French President Emmanuel Macron speaks during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / various sources / AFP)
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French President Emmanuel Macron speaks during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / various sources / AFP)
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Volunteers work at the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (R) stands next to the President of the Armenian Funds of France, Pierre Terzian (L), as they attend the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (C) and the President of the Armenian Funds of France, Pierre Terzian (L), speak to volunteers as they visit the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (R) speaks with former French football player Youri Djorkaeff (L), as they attend the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (L) listens to the President of the Armenian Funds of France, Pierre Terzian (R), as they attend the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (C, left) listens to volunteeers during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron (R) talks with former French football player Youri Djorkaeff (L) and French-Armenian actor Simon Abkarian as he visits the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron speeks to volunteers during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Former French football player Youri Djorkaeff (R), stands behind French President Emmanuel Macron (L), as he attends the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron speeks to volunteers during the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron listens during a visit to the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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French President Emmanuel Macron listens during a visit to the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. Photo by Ludovic MARIN / Pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Former French football player Youri Djorkaeff (L) talks with French-Armenian actor Simon Abkarian as they attend the 2020 Phoneton, an annual fundraising operation organised by the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund's French affiliate (Fonds Armenien de France) for the development of Armenia and Artsakh, on November 21, 2020 in Paris. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / pool/ABACAPRESS.COM
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YEREVAN, ARMENIA - NOVEMBER 21: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY ??" MANDATORY CREDIT - "ARMENIAN PRIME MINISTRY/ HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu (L) meets Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan (R) in Yerevan, Armenia on November 21, 2020. Armenian Prime Ministry/Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev visit the liberated districts of Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts of Azerbaijan. Fighting has come to an end in the breakaway Nagorno-Karabakh region a week after Armenia agreed to sign a Russian-brokered peace accord sealing its defeat to longtime rival Azerbaijan. Armenia and Azerbaijan agreed on a deal with Russia to end weeks of fierce clashes over Nagorno-Karabakh on November 10, 2020, after a string of Azerbaijani victories in its fight to retake the disputed region. Fuzuli, Azerbaijan,November 16, 2020. Handout photo via Presidential Office/SalamPix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and his wife First Lady Mehriban Aliyeva visit the liberated districts of Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts of Azerbaijan. Fighting has come to an end in the breakaway Nagorno-Karabakh region a week after Armenia agreed to sign a Russian-brokered peace accord sealing its defeat to longtime rival Azerbaijan. Armenia and Azerbaijan agreed on a deal with Russia to end weeks of fierce clashes over Nagorno-Karabakh on November 10, 2020, after a string of Azerbaijani victories in its fight to retake the disputed region. Fuzuli, Azerbaijan,November 16, 2020. Handout photo via Presidential Office/SalamPix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and his wife First Lady Mehriban Aliyeva visit the liberated districts of Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts of Azerbaijan. Fighting has come to an end in the breakaway Nagorno-Karabakh region a week after Armenia agreed to sign a Russian-brokered peace accord sealing its defeat to longtime rival Azerbaijan. Armenia and Azerbaijan agreed on a deal with Russia to end weeks of fierce clashes over Nagorno-Karabakh on November 10, 2020, after a string of Azerbaijani victories in its fight to retake the disputed region. Fuzuli, Azerbaijan,November 16, 2020. Handout photo via Presidential Office/SalamPix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and his wife First Lady Mehriban Aliyeva visit the liberated districts of Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts of Azerbaijan. Fighting has come to an end in the breakaway Nagorno-Karabakh region a week after Armenia agreed to sign a Russian-brokered peace accord sealing its defeat to longtime rival Azerbaijan. Armenia and Azerbaijan agreed on a deal with Russia to end weeks of fierce clashes over Nagorno-Karabakh on November 10, 2020, after a string of Azerbaijani victories in its fight to retake the disputed region. Fuzuli, Azerbaijan,November 16, 2020. Handout photo via Presidential Office/SalamPix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and his wife First Lady Mehriban Aliyeva visit the liberated districts of Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts of Azerbaijan. Fighting has come to an end in the breakaway Nagorno-Karabakh region a week after Armenia agreed to sign a Russian-brokered peace accord sealing its defeat to longtime rival Azerbaijan. Armenia and Azerbaijan agreed on a deal with Russia to end weeks of fierce clashes over Nagorno-Karabakh on November 10, 2020, after a string of Azerbaijani victories in its fight to retake the disputed region. Fuzuli, Azerbaijan,November 16, 2020. Handout photo via Presidential Office/SalamPix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev visit the liberated districts of Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts of Azerbaijan. Fighting has come to an end in the breakaway Nagorno-Karabakh region a week after Armenia agreed to sign a Russian-brokered peace accord sealing its defeat to longtime rival Azerbaijan. Armenia and Azerbaijan agreed on a deal with Russia to end weeks of fierce clashes over Nagorno-Karabakh on November 10, 2020, after a string of Azerbaijani victories in its fight to retake the disputed region. Fuzuli, Azerbaijan,November 16, 2020. Handout photo via Presidential Office/SalamPix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: Assistant to the Azerbaijani President, Hikmat Hajiyev points a destroyed building as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Alhanli village, in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows white phosphorus ammunitions of Armenian armed forces, being destroyed as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Alhanli village, in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Assistant to the Azerbaijani President, Hikmat Hajiyev also attended the clearance operations by Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows white phosphorus ammunitions of Armenian armed forces, being destroyed as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Alhanli village, in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Assistant to the Azerbaijani President, Hikmat Hajiyev also attended the clearance operations by Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows white phosphorus ammunitions of Armenian armed forces, being destroyed as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Alhanli village, in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Assistant to the Azerbaijani President, Hikmat Hajiyev also attended the clearance operations by Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench and ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench and ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' trench and ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' position as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A member of teams conduct clearance operations, pose for a photo as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' position as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' position as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' position as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' destroyed tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: Teams conducting clearance operations pose for a photo as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: Teams conducting clearance operations pose for a photo as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' vehicle as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' military ammunition as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A member of teams conduct clearance operations, is seen as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows a cemetery as cemeteries are reported to be one of the most dangerous areas for unexploded mine due to be visited primarily in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts are being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation.Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows Armenian armed forces' tank as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A view of destroyed town as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance as it carries out clearance operations in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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FUZULI, AZERBAIJAN - NOVEMBER 18: A photo shows white phosphorus ammunitions of Armenian armed forces, being destroyed as Fuzuli and Jabrayil districts being cleared after freed 27 years of Armenian occupation in Alhanli village, in Fuzuli city, Azerbaijan on November 18, 2020. Assistant to the Azerbaijani President, Hikmat Hajiyev also attended the clearance operations by Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA) in search of unexploded ordnance in the region. Azerbaijani government firstly plans to calculate the damage caused by Armenia in all regions liberated from the occupation and secondly to reconstruct towns. Resul Rehimov / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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